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Investigating media interaction

CHAPTER

 1
Introduction: Interaction with the media
Think about what you have done today or in the past week. Have you watched television? 
Downloaded and listened to music? Flicked through a magazine lying on the table? 
Updated your status on Facebook? Taken a ‘selfi e’ at a concert or uploaded a photo 
through Instagram? 

Our lives are increasingly infl uenced by the media and we use media more than ever 
before. This Achievement Standard is all about exploring how we use the media: what we 
use; when we use it; why we use it. People obviously don’t all use media in the same way 
and for the same reasons. 

Achievement Standard 90989 (Media Studies 1.1) involves demonstrating understanding 
of how and why people use media. The purpose is to develop your understanding of how 
the media works and what relationship you might have with it. Working through this 
standard gives you an opportunity to think about the different ways in which we use the 
media. 

The investigation
To complete Achievement Standard 90989 (Media Studies 1.1), you are going to carry out 
an investigation by:
• collecting data on their media usage from several subjects
• analysing this data – i.e. working out what the key patterns in media usage are
• describing and explaining the patterns in a report, essay or other type of presentation. 
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Framing the investigation
You may fi nd it useful to break down your investigation into smaller manageable steps, 
such as the following:
Step 1 Choose your subjects
Step 2 Identify the demographics of your subjects
Step 3 Formulate a hypothesis
Step 4 Record information (logs)
Step 5 Identify key patterns
Step 6 Interview the subjects
Step 7 Analyse the data 
Step 8 Write a report or put together a presentation

Depending on the nature of your investigation, you may need different steps from 
those listed above, or you may need to add or remove steps to fi t in with what you are 
investigating.

Some points to consider:

Subjects
• You need to include people from different demographic groups.
• You may be one of the subjects yourself.
Hypotheses
• Formulating a hypothesis is not a requirement of the standard.
• Students sometimes focus on whether their hypothesis ‘was right’ rather than on the 

relevance/signifi cance of their fi ndings. So avoid discussing whether your hypothesis 
was ‘right’. Instead, focus on the relevance/signifi cance of your fi ndings.

Data gathering and analysis
• You may use a variety of data-gathering methods. 
• It is recommended that you interview your subjects in order to get in-depth results.
• Analysis of the data you have gathered is as important as gathering it.
Reporting
• Choose an appropriate way to present your information. 

Carrying out the investigation (1): gathering data

Step 1 Choose the subjects
Your investigation for assessment is about how individuals consume media or interact 
with the media. This involves, among other things, comparing and contrasting the media 
usage of different individuals. You therefore need to have data from at least two people 
(one of whom can be you). 

Number of subjects
Collecting data from more than two people is helpful, because it gives you more data to 
work with, and if one of your subjects forgets to record the data you want, or can’t fi nish 
collecting it for some reason, then you have data in reserve. This is also a good reason 
to collect your own data – in addition, doing so can give you an insight into your own 
interaction with the media that you might not otherwise have. 
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Shot types 
The following shots (© Gareth Moon) are taken from the short fi lm, The Six Dollar Fifty 
Man, written and directed by Mark Albiston and Louis Sutherland, and are used here, 
courtesy of 6 Dollar Fifty Cents Ltd, to illustrate some of the shot types described in the 
table below.

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3
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Image 4

Image 5

Image 6
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of the places where New Zealand and Australian soldiers fought in World War I. 
Another in-depth article was entitled ‘World’s largest poppy to feature at Auckland 
Domain’. The angle explored in this story was one way in which the battle was being 
commemorated – by encouraging members of the public to become involved in 
creating a large image of a poppy in Auckland Domain. 

This image from the photograph album of Captain James Lawrence Oliphant-Rowe 
shows Canterbury Mounted Rifl es horses being transported during World War I 

© Graeme Scott

Activity 4A: Duration, depth and angle of media coverage

1. Think about any two events or issues that have enjoyed media coverage recently. 
Choose one event that had short-duration media coverage, and one that was given 
long-duration coverage. (For example: the Greek debt crisis, the Auckland housing 
market, the birth of Princess Charlotte of Cambridge in the UK, the icy weather in 
New Zealand in July 2015, etc.)

 a. What was the event you selected that was given short-duration media coverage?
 b. What was the event you selected that was given long-duration media coverage?
 c. Which of the two events enjoyed the most in-depth media coverage?
 d. Why, in your opinion, was this event covered in greater depth than the other?

2. Choose two media texts about one of the events or issues that you selected in 1. 
above.

 a. From what angle did the fi rst of the media texts approach the event?
 b.  What was the angle from which the second of the media texts approached the 

event?
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Placement
Placement refers to where the coverage has taken place, i.e. which media platform has 
been used. 

Examples: Media platforms
Print media, television, radio, Twitter or online newspapers or magazines are all 
examples of media platforms. 

Another aspect of placement is where an item featured or was placed within the media 
text. Most of the material you collect for your essay will come from one of the sources 
below. 

Traditional news platforms
Television

Television is still one of the most dominant news media. There are different types of 
news programmes on television. The topic you are examining may be reported in one or 
more of these types of television programme, depending on the kind of coverage that the 
programme makers have decided to give it.

In New Zealand, traditional television news programmes are the 6 p.m. news on TV One 
and TV3. These traditional bulletins are about getting information across to the viewer and 
being up to date and immediate. For this reason, the reports tend to be brief and succinct. 
In addition to news bulletins, regular news updates are broadcast, and there are midday 
and late-night bulletins. Breakfast television also features news items and updates of 
stories.

Current affairs shows feature more detailed coverage of news stories. The focus is on in-
depth coverage, and reporting is not as time-sensitive as for news bulletins – i.e. current 
affairs programmes do not generally report ‘breaking news’. Examples of New Zealand 
current affairs shows are Seven Sharp on TV One, Native Affairs on Mäori Television and, 
until mid-2015, Campbell Live on TV3. 

Radio

Radio is a traditional news platform that has been in existence for the past century.

There are many different radio stations, and they tend to specialise in different genres. This 
means that you may not hear coverage of your chosen current event on the radio if you 
are tuned to a station that specialises in, say, music.

Radio stations like The Edge or The Rock tend to focus on music and therefore news 
reports on such stations tend to be quick ‘the top of the hour’ bulletins, focusing on briefl y 
giving only headlines. Alternatively, the ‘news’ covered might be of the entertainment 
variety – such as stories about celebrities like Kim Kardashian or Justin Bieber. 

Other stations, such as Newstalk ZB or RadioLIVE, focus primarily on news. They not 
only feature regular news bulletins but also broadcast interviews and talkback in which 
members of the public are invited to ring in and share their views. 

National Radio, a publicly owned radio station (i.e. it is run using taxpayer funds and no 
advertising is broadcast) provides both extensive news bulletins and in-depth coverage of 
a wide range of topics. 
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Example: Music video
The goal of a music video is to entertain and enthuse the audience, and to convey the 
artist’s message by means of creativity and music.

Example: PSA
The goal of a PSA is to get someone to take a specifi c action: to drive sober, to stay in 
school, to stop smoking, to recycle their waste, etc.

The fi rst step in your design and plan is coming up with ideas or concepts. To some 
extent, your ideas will depend on the type of media product specifi ed in your brief, but 
you might draw inspiration from many different sources. 

Examples
You may have seen editing techniques in a short fi lm that you would like to use in 
your music video, or you may have heard or seen a storyline or page layout that you 
think could work for your PSA video campaign. 

It is important to view many examples of the type of media text you are designing so you 
have a chance to be inspired by how others have created media products, and then draw 
from these creative and technical ideas to create the design for your own product. 

Collect and annotate examples of media texts that have inspired you. You might choose a 
scene from a fi lm that has inspired you and write about its use of editing, mise en scène 
and camera techniques. Your investigation should incorporate research and an exploration 
of ideas or options. 

Activity 10A

Answering the following questions will be helpful in structuring your search for ideas 
and concepts. 

 Portfolio creation – Use the table templates given (or create your own) to 
document your search for ideas.

1. What media texts do you like? Make a list of all the fi lms, magazines, radio 
programmes and other texts that you’ve found appealing. Focus on details in these 
media products that you fi nd interesting and explain why you enjoy these aspects. 

RESOURCES

Title of media text Appealing or 
interesting detail

Reason that it 
appeals to me

How I could use it 
in my product
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138 AS 90993 Produce a design and plan for a media product using a specifi ed range of conventions

2. Think about a media text that has infl uenced you profoundly. It could be a horror 
fi lm, a magazine article or an exhibition of photographs. Why did this media text 
engage you?

RESOURCES

Title of media text Genre or type How it has infl uenced me

3. Select examples of media texts that have inspired you and annotate them, 
explaining which aspects of the text appeal to you. For example, if you are 
investigating a fi lm or television programme, you might annotate stills to illustrate 
an aspect of colour grading that appeals to you.

4. Do research on the work of a media professional. Perhaps you’re drawn to the 
work of a particular director or photographer. Read as much as you can about this 
person’s style and infl uences on his or her work. 

5. Compare two media texts of the type you are designing and compare their use of 
different techniques. For example: 

RESOURCES

Music videos

Video 1: Video 2: 

How do the song lyrics 
relate to the footage?

What editing techniques 
are used?

What appeals to you about 
the style?
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 16
Introduction
There are three important aspects to meeting the requirement for Achievement Standard 
90996. First, you must write more than one media text – so a minimum of two. The 
second aspect is that these media texts should be created for a specifi c target audience. 
Thirdly, your media text(s) must adhere to the conventions of its genre or type.

In this chapter we will concentrate on news reporting in print.

Conventions

For print news, the conventions that must be demonstrated in your writing are:
• inverted pyramid news story structure
• active voice
• the 5Ws and 1H questions (i.e. Who? – What? – When? – Where? – Why? – How?)
• short sentences and paragraphs.

Print news reporting
There are two main types of printed news reporting:
• news articles
• feature articles.

Important print news reporting elements: terms and defi nitions 
Term/element Defi nition Details/example

headline Usually only four or fi ve words. 
Purpose is to gain readers’ 
attention by telling them what 
the story is about, in a short and 
interesting way.

‘Spies on shark patrol’

by-line Authorship – name of journalist 
and/or press agency or 
newspaper.

By Matthew Theunissen 

publication 
details

Title of magazine or newspaper; 
date of publication; page 
number(s).

Herald on Sunday, 12 July 2015, p. 5
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lead sentence This sets the scene and 
summarises the main points of 
the article.

‘5Ws and 1H’
Who is the subject of the article? 
‘Secret shoppers’ (‘spies’) working for 
the Department of Conservation
What happened?
Great white shark diving experiences 
are being secretly monitored.
When did it happen?
Currently – ongoing
Where did it happen?
Stewart Island
Why did it happen?
To ensure tourism operators are 
following the rules laid down for 
cage diving operations.
How did it happen?
Divers posing as ‘tourists’ are taking 
footage of tourism operators’ shark-
viewing trips.

body Provides more detail about the 
event; in particular it answers 
the ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions.

DoC wants to monitor operators who 
run cage diving trips, to make sure 
that the rules are enforced. Using 
undercover ‘secret agents’ means that 
rogue operators are more likely to be 
identifi ed.

quotes Sometimes articles will include 
what a person (e.g. an eye-
witness or an expert) has said. 
These quotes will be in speech 
marks.

The article quotes a DoC offi cial, 
one of the ‘secret agents’ and a dive 
experience operator.

pull quotes A section of text from the article 
that is repeated in a larger/
different font to attract attention.

‘The permit system is under review.’

photographs 
and captions; 
or graphics or 
images

Sometimes articles have a 
photograph. The sentence 
explaining the photograph is 
called the caption. The name 
of the photographer or photo 
agency is called the attribution.

Two photos of sharks, with the 
caption:
‘White pointer sharks … in 2010 in 
the Foveaux Strait’.
Attribution: Doug Sherring (the 
photographer)
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 ANSWERS

 Many of the Activities in this Study Guide require answers that are specifi c to each 
individual student; for this reason, ‘model’ answers to such Activities are not given here. 

 Activity 1A: Profi les and hypotheses (page 11)
1. Jeremy is Australian, so he may use social media to connect with family/friends who 

live overseas.
  Jeremy’s occupation is listed as ‘scientist’ and his media consumption may be 

infl uenced by his work. For example, I predict he may enjoy science-related media 
content, such as science-fi ction fi lms and television programmes; visiting science-
based websites and reading scientifi c magazines. He may also be good at technology 
and therefore be someone who has the latest in media technology and gadgets. 

  His interests include watching TV and sports. This means Jeremy may use media such 
as Sky Sport™ or he may watch sport using live streaming. He also likes cooking, so I 
predict he spends time watching food-related programmes on TV and uses the internet 
to fi nd recipes.  

2. Individual answers.

 Activity 1C: Pattern identifi cation (page 21)
1. Patterns in media usage: Subject 3 – Jeremy Patterson
 Preferences for a particular medium or text type: 
 • Used a lot of TV, newspapers and radio throughout the week. Fairly traditional.
 • Used social media occasionally.
 Preference for use at a particular time:
 • Listened to the radio at the same time each day for several hours. 
 • Tended to watch TV regularly at night.
 Patterns of levels of engagement: 
 • When listening to the radio was also tending to do other things.
 • When watching TV generally was fully concentrating.
 Patterns of setting for interaction:
 •  Most of Jeremy’s interaction with the media was either at home or at work – where 

he tended to listen to the radio as a backdrop to what he was working on. 
 Patterns of purpose of interaction:
 • Information – when listening to the radio. 
 • Relaxation when watching television.
 Patterns for length of interaction:
 •  Tended to be fairly lengthy usage – e.g. radio in the morning for a few hours, TV at 

night for a few hours. 
2. Individual answers.
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